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1

Installation

Note: When using Mayday via WebStart, you can skip this entire section and proceed to the next section. If you have it installed using an Installer, you can skip the
first step, but you must take care of the external libraries.
The installation of the Mayday machine learning plugins is very straightforward.
For the installation of Mayday itself, please refer to the Mayday user guide [1].
To install the machine learning plugins, please copy the plugin JAR, named
mayday-learning-20060430.jar (the date may change, as new versions
emerge) to your Mayday plugin folder.
The following external libraries are required for running the plugins:
Library
Purpose
Source
Weka
Drives the Application www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
Apache POI Excel Export
www.apache.org
Table 1: Required external libraries

The final step is to set up the external libraries for each plugin. All machine learning
plugins described in this work, require the Weka library. The Weka Training and the
Weka Classification plugin require also the Apache POI library. To do this, choose
the “Plugins...” option from the “File” menu in the Mayday main menu. There,
locate the plugins in question in the “Data Mining” tab, click on “Preferences” and
add the libraries in in the “External JARs” tab. Via the “Add” button, add the path
to every required library.

2

Data

Using the Mayday machine learning plugins requires a microarray data set that
can be read by Mayday (delimiter-seperated format, → figure 1 ) and a file with
associations of classes and experiments or genes (in a plain tab-seperated format,
→ figure 2).

3

Examples

Here, I will demonstrate the use of the Mayday machine learning plugins. For a
well known microarray dataset, I will describe how to perform feature selection on
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Figure 1: Tab seperated format for microarray data used by Mayday.

it, test a set of classifiers on the feature selections using the batch training plugin
and build and analyze a reusable classification model.
I will demonstrate the machine learning plugins on the well-known acute leukemia
dataset published by Golub et al. [2]. The classification task involves discriminating two forms of acute leukemia: acute myeloid leukemia(AML) and acute lymphoblastic leukemia(ALL). This dataset is available for the public and can easily be
converted to the Mayday format using a spreadsheet application. It consists of a
training set and an independent test set. The whole dataset can be considered sufficiently preprocessed for further analysis. The only other preparation is creating
the class label files.

4

Feature selection example

The first task is reducing the dimensionality of the dataset. To do so, open the training dataset in Mayday, select the “global” probe list and right-click it. Choose from
the popup menu in the “Data Mining” → “Classification” submenus the “Weka
Feature Selection” plugin. It is has a magnifying glass as an icon.
The “Select class labels” dialog pops up (→ figure 3). Click on the “File” radio
button, and use the “Browse” button to locate the class label file in a (operating
system dependent) file chooser dialog. It is a good idea to keep the class label
information as meta information. Check the “Add as a new MIO group” to have
this done. Now click on the “Ok” button to continue.
Now the Mayday dataset will be converted to a Weka dataset in order to prepare it
for feature selection. When this is done, the “Feature Selection” dialog shows (→
figure 3). In this dialog, the user can access all feature selection tools available.
We will use a filter strategy for feature selection, and try for ease of exposition only
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Figure 2: Format for class labels. Each row contains the inforation about one experiment. The first
row contains the experiment name, the second one the class label. The experiment names must
correspond to the names in the data set. Class labels can be chosed arbitraryly.

the Information Gain evaluator. Select the “Evaluators” radio button, and choose
the “InfoGainAttrEval” from the drop down menu. Also, check the “Select best
attributes” check box and enter the value “50” in the text field right to it. Remember that the new feature selections are handled as Mayday probe lists. You might
therefore want to edit the name of the new probe list under “General Settings”, for
example to “InfoGain 50”. You can also set the color to anything other than the
default black.
Now, click on the “Ok” button. You will notice, that a new probe list emerged in
Mayday, with name and color according to your settings and containing the best 50
probes according to Information Gain.
Repeat this procedure with some other probe list sizes. For this purpose, set the
“Select best attributes” to other values, for example to 250 and 1000. Update the
name and color accordingly. Experiment with other settings. Click on “Ok” to
create each feature selection. Click on “Cancel” to close the dialog.
This is a good opportunity to save our work. Use the QuickSave function located
in the DataSet menu. It has a red floppy disk as an icon. The whole state of Mayday,
including all probe lists and MIOs is saved to a predefined file.

5

Batch training example

Now that we have some feature selections, we should see what classifier is the best
on this dataset. The mass training plugin is the best for this purpose. Select all
probe list you created during feature selection and run the “Weka Batch Training”
plugin. You will again be queried for the class labels. This time, choose the MIO
group you before feature selection by clicking on the “MIO Group” and choosing
the “Class Labels” MIO group. Click on the “Ok” button to continue.
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Figure 3: “Class labels” and “Feature Selection” dialog. (1): Select the file; (2): Save the class labels as
MIO; (3) Select the InfoGain Evaluator and 250 best attributes; (4): Name the new probe list.

Now, the “Batch Training” dialog shows (→ figure 4). In this dialog, you can create
a list of classifiers with different settings, We will test four classifiers in the following: a linear SVM, a kNN classifier with k = 3, a C4.5 decision tree and a One Rule.
First, we will add the linear SVM. Locate the SVM in the tree structure on the left
(try the “Functions” branch). The name and default setting of the classifier is displayed in the “Current classifier field on the upper right. We do not need to change
the settings of this classifier, and therefore can just click on the “Add” button. Then,
the SVM is added to the list at the bottom of the dialog. Note that classifiers in the
list can be edited and removed. The list can be saved to a file for later use.
Next, a kNN classifier (in the “Lazy” branch) should be added. The default parameter for k is 1. Edit this by clicking on the “Options” button and set the “KNN”
parameter to 3. Also add this classifier to the list. Next add a C4.5 (“Trees”) and a
One Rule (“Rules”) classifier to the list.
The classifier list is now ready. The default evaluation procedure is ten-fold cross
validation. The absolute number of errors will be reported. These settings are reasonable for now.
Click on “Run” to start the batch training. Now, each classifier is trained and evaluated on each selected probe list using 10-fold cross validation.
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Eventually, a “Batch training result” dialog (→ figure 4) emerges. The results are
presented in the table. It seems, that the SVM is the best classifier in the test field,
while the C4.5 is the worst. The minimum errors were made on the “InfoGain 250”
probe list.

6

Training and Classification examples

In the previous section, we learned which classifiers should work good on the
dataset. Now, we want to produce a classifier which we can use to classify new
data. To do this, we need to use the “Weka Training” plugin. Based on the results
of the previous chapter, it is best to run it on the “InfoGain 250” probe list. Doing
so, the user is queried again for class labels. Again, use the earlier prepared MIO
group.
In the “Training” dialog, single classifiers can be trained. In order to demonstrate
the diagnostic tools offered by this plugin, it is best to start with a C4.5 decision tree,
because the results of the SVM are extremely good, an therefore somewhat boring.
Select this classifier from the tree and click on “Start Training”. When the training
is completed, a trained classifier of type C4.5 with all properties as set before, is
listed in the “Previously trained classifiers” list and the “Details...” dialog shows.
This dialog provides a variety of valuable information about the classifier.
From this diagnostic plots (→ figure 5) we can see that the C4.5 is pretty good, but
the SVM may yet be better. Select the SVM classifier from the tree and train it. The
diagnostics shown in the are “Details...” dialog are indeed better for the SVM than
for the C4.5.
We now want to use the SVM classifier to classify a new dataset. Select the SVM in
the “Previously trained classifiers” and choose “Save as Meta Information”. Then,
close the dialog.
Open the independent test set in Mayday. Remember that the trained classifiers
know what genes they are trained on and select their genes automatically when
used for classification. Therefore, run the Classification plugin on the “global”
probe list. When asked for the class labels, of course none are required (simply
click on “Ok”), but can be provided if available as they are useful to compare the
results of the classification with the actual classes.
All classifiers saved as MIOs are automatically available in the “Classification” dialog. Additional classifiers can be loaded via the “Load” button or via drag and
drop. To classify the dataset with a classifier, select it from the list: the details of the
classifier are displayed in the “Classifier” field. Click on the “Classify” button to
start the classification. The classification results are displayed in tabs at the bottom
of the dialog.
Finally. Save the results as a spreadsheet file by right-clicking on the results table and choose “Export predictions to Excel” button. You now have successfully
classified a new dataset and exported the predictions for further use.
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Figure 4: “Batch Training” dialog and “Batch Training Results”. (1): Select classifiers from this tree;
(2): Edit options and add the classifier to the list; (3): List of classifiers to test (4): Result of the tests.
The lists show the Java class names of the classifiers.
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Figure 5: Classifier evaluation of the C4.5 classifier. The figure shows all diagnostic output for the classifier: (in clockwise order) statistics, predictions on the training
set, confusion matrix, charts, ROC curve, overview.
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This Mayday How-To was written and edited by Stephan Symons. If you have comments or questions please contact the author via email, symons@informatik.uni-tuebingen.de. The latest version of
this document can be found at http://www.zbit.uni-tuebingen.de/pas/mayday.
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